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Prior to the outbreak of the conflict in Ukraine, the European energy markets

had already been in a profound state of crisis with prices reaching top levels and

with minimum supplies. The cost of the energy has had a significant impact on

the performance and the sustainability of the majority of the economic

operators, most of them considering the overgrowth of the price of the

energy and the raw materials as the main risks in terms of the short - term

development of the operational activity. Given the current situation, the aim of

the study is to identify new solutions to reduce the negative effects of the

present day crisis on the Romanian economic operators. In this context, the

study focuses on the following objectives: O1—estimating the social and

economic effects on the economic operators as a result of the energy crisis;

O2—identifying the key factors which make the economic operators switch

from the traditonal resources consumption to the renewable energy

consumption and O3 - analyzing the influence factors in stimulating the

investments in the renewable energy. The research methods that have been

used are based on the quantitative analysis with the help of a questionnaire

applied to 264 Romanian production companies. The final results of the present

study refer to designing an overall profile of the industrial consumers given the

escalation of the energy crisis worldwide. The findings of the study can be useful

both for the final energy consumers and for the producers and distributors alike

and ultimately for the European and national legislators whose decisions are

closely related to the very future of these economic entities.
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Introduction

As a result of the difficulties and the turmoils on the global energy market generated

by the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, the European Commission submitted the REPower

EU plan which is meant to ensure Europe’s independence in terms of the Russian fossil

fuels long before 2030 taking into account the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. The design
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of this plan represents an answer to the request of 85% of the

Europeans who believe that the European Union should reduce

its reliance on the Russian petrol and gas as soon as possible in

order to support Ukraine. The main objectives of this plan are as

follows: energy saving; the production of clean energy; the

diversification of their own sources of energy. No doubt that

this particular plan is backed up by certain financial and legal

measures and decisions which are meant to facilitate the rapid

building of a new infrastructure and of a new energy system for

Europe.

Consequently, it is of an utmost importance the analysis of

the issues with which the Romanian economic operators have to

deal with as a result of the impact of the overlapping crises during

the last 2 years and especially of the increase in the energy and

raw materials prices. Thus, the amount of energy that already

comes from renewable sources in Romania should be quantified.

The term renewable source stands for that particular type of

energy which is produced from using the natural resources.

Given this fact, it is important to analyze if these particular

resources have the capacity to regenerate - at least at the same

speed they are used–or if they are not depleted on the timescale of

geological eras. This means that their present use would not have

a significant impact on the future generations’ possibility to

benefit from them too.

According to the data provided by the Initiative for

Competitivity, Romania registered in 2015 a degree of

coverage of the energy needs from imports of only 17.1%,

thus occupying a third place in terms of energy independence

within the European Union where there was a 54% average.

Romania is the thrid state within the European Union in terms of

its energy independence following Estonia (7.4%) and

Denmark (13.1%).

The Romanian economic operators have suffered from a

strong negative impact of the sanitary crisis, yet the conflict in

Ukraine has increased the negative effects on the performance

and the sustainability of their activity evenmore, especially due to

the expensive energy and the lack of the raw materials whose

value has gone up tremendously in the last fewmonths. However,

it is very important that the investments and the innovation

regarding the transition processes to a green energy becomes a

new opportunity and not a danger for these companies.

The reason for undergoing the present study lies in the fact

that the industrial energy consumers from Romania have found

themselves unprepared for the effects of the energy crisis, as very

many of them have been forced to stop their manufacturing

process. The shocks of the pandemic crisis as well as of the war in

Ukraine have basically managed to rewrite the entire future of the

energy sector in the whole Europe. In Romania, there has been a

series of bankruptcies of many companies. Since so far, the

environmental objectives have been a top priority, but now

the focus point refers to the energetic security. For all these

consumers, energy supply used to be perceived as an ordinary

activity, but today this security is completely threatened, which is

why it is very important that even the industrial consumers to ask

themselves questions whether Romania is able to satisfy the

energy needs and from what sources, while limiting the

increase in emissions. Nowadays, it is vital for all the

economic operators to actively get involved into solving all

these issues generated by the energy crisis, which means that

there is a general need for more flexibility and a mix of

techologies based on more or less exploited existing resources.

Consequently, the present research has been determined by the

need of identifying the demands and by the difficulties faced by

the industrial consumers who have been lured to be part of an

unstoppable race in terms of the prices for the raw materials and

for the energy itself, given the fact that the inflation reached a

10% value according to the National Bank of Romania, whereas

the value of the products and/or the services offered by these

operators have become unsustainable themselves. In other words,

it can be appreciated that nowadays there is an emergency

situation that compresses the operating margins which have

already been reduced by several economic operators and

which risks to lead to the slowing down or even to the

foreclosure of many business activities. The main objectives of

the study are as it follows: O1—evaluating the economic and

social effects on the economic operators as a result of the energy

crisis; O2—identifying the key factors in making the economic

operators switch from the consumption of the traditional

resources to the renewable energy and O3—analyzing the

influence factors in stimulating the investments in the

renewable energy.

The final results of the present study refer to designing an

overall profile of the industrial consumers given the worldwide

escalation of the energy crisis, as well as testing the opinions of

the managers, the investors and of the specialized personnel in

some manufacturing entities in terms of the production and the

renewable energy consumption. Given the fact that the costs will

not be the same as they were before the crisis due to the existing

political priority to continue towards a green transition -

considered to be essential in order to reduce the dependency

on the Russian fossil fuels - it can be considered as necessary to

design a profile of the energy consumers, in order to identify their

major issues and to be able to consolidate their resilience step

by step.

Regarding the limitations of the study, it is important to

highlight the fact that they are the result of a lack of a realistic

strategy to reduce the carbon emissions in all the sectors of

activity which can be put into place in a short period of time by

the national governement, by the political decison-makers, as

well as by the industries’ representatives, considering the

significant direct impact of this matter on the industrial

consumers. This is the reason why their theoretical

background, as well as their answers may contain certain

amount of subjectivity. Another setback of the research itself

refers to the fact that the national energy system is not properly

equipped for outside shocks and other unusual combinations of
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events, especially in the energy production sector which is a key

part of the energy system itself and which has generated a chain

reaction for the industrial consumers, especially the ones in the

manufacturing sector. It is unlikely and prematurely for this type

of consumers to be able to identify the possible opportunities

which are presented by this crisis, as this thing can only be

possible when Romania will have a real chance of rethinking its

whole energy system in order to adjust it to the transition process

and to the climate change measures, by maintaining the supply

security as its top priority. In this particular situation, the

industrial consumers have faced an unexpected crisis which

has led to a fair amount of unwillingness to respond to the

questionnaire. They have been extremely concerned with the

future of their business, they constantly felt threatened and

without any protection against the consumption government

policies and energy prices.

The novelty of this topic resides in designing the profile of the

Romanian industrial consumer in the times when the energy

crisis has significantly influenced the profitability and the

sustainability of their businesses, whereas their concern for

identifying and use of alternative green energy resources

seems to become less important in comparison with the

energetic security. The need for outlining a new profile of the

energy consumer is of a significant importance for the economic

and social environment, due to the fact that it provides the means

to counterbalance all these effects and to avoid the risk of the

companies’ bankruptcy, based on a whole range of solutions and

suggestions which the government needs to be well aware of, take

into account and implement as soon as possible because they

would facilitate further focus on renewables and capping gas

prices. The final results indicate the fact that the confidence of the

industrial consumers is influenced by the acquired knowledge in

terms of the renewable energy sources, by the level of social

awareness and by their willingness to acquire and extend their

knowledge in this particualr field according to their position

within the company (i.e. manager, investor or specialized

personnel).

Regarding the structure of this paper, the first section

comprises the literature review on the evaluation of the effects

of the energy crisis on the industrial consumers and of the

interest for the green investments in the sustainable energy, in

order to overcome the dependancy on the fossil fuels. This

section it is followed by the research methodology which

presents a descriptive and an analytical approach, aiming at

developing a model for counteracting the latest profile of the

industrial energy consumers given the uncontrolled crisis. In this

particular section the selected dependent and the independent

variables are described, too. There is also the results section that

presents the empirical results, the objectives and the validation of

the results. The study concludes with a conclusion section where

a number of recommendations for the government are

substantiated and policy implications are highlighted in the

context of a severely affected economic cycle.

Literature review

The present-day energy crisis has relaunched the chance for a

certain number of European companies in the sense that, on the

one hand, they need to observe the European and the national

policties and on the other hand, to become more proactive, to

protect their competitiveness better and to consolidate their

resilience. Regarding the vision of the European Union in

terms of the energy sector, it is based on the energy efficiency

and the renewable energy, while the Green European Agreement

also makes reference to specific aspects such as the energy

affordability, the market integration, the market connectivity

and digitalization. The use of the green energy techologies (GET)

represents an essential step towards a sustainable future from the

European point of view, fact that calls for a close study of the

factors influencing the wish of the final consumers to make use of

a renewable energy (Jabeen et al., 2021). During the last decades,

the energy demand has been continuously increasing worldwide

which, given the current dependence of power generation on

fossil fuels, has resulted in a continuous increase of the carbon

emissions (Pradhan et al., 2021). This is the reason why the main

trajectory of the energy sector in Europe relies on the transition

to an economy based on low carbon emissions and on increased

energy efficiency, even stressing the need for fiscal and financial

incentives for research and development of renewable

technologies (Bersalli et al., 2020). Last but not the least, the

development of the resilience in terms of the energy constraints

may give way to an increase of the effectiveness and the

improvement of the results of the research-development

activity, whereas by encouraging the investments in the energy

production may be a solution for diminishing the negative effects

of the present energy crisis (Löffler et al., 2022; Saadaoui, 2022).

In the face of the vulnerabilities, threats and risks faced by

Romania as an EU country, in the new turbulent and

unpredictable geopolitical context of global security, amplified

by the global energy crisis, the Romanian state should have a

strategy to strengthen the resilience of critical energy

infrastructures, based on predictability, flexibility, continuity,

adaptability and resilience. (Fîţă et al., 2022). The energy

markets have obviously gone through significant turmoils

since the COVID-19 outbreak. For example, at the end of

2021, the increase of the cost of the natural gases has caused a

new type of crisis which has led to certain risks in terms of the

lack of energy supply worldwide and gave way to the issue of the

energy security as a key factor (Berahab, 2022). As far as Romania

is concerned, as in all the rest of the European Union countries,

the monetary policy has changed by becoming more restrictive,

whereas the emergence of the limitations imposed by the national

debt will call for more “cautious” fiscal policies according to the

recommendations of the European Commission. The

unprecedented growth of the energy costs in the European

Union shows that no matter what the energy supply sources

there are, the majority of the state members face an energy crisis,
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leading to a decrease in their capacity for economic development,

fact that highlights that there exists a close relationship between

the energy crisis and the development outcomes. Energy

constraints could therefore negatively influence development

outcomes (Adom et al., 2021). At the same time, the volatility

of the costs of the natural resources has become more and more

important due to the fact that their costs plays a key role in the

economic growth. Thus, their volatility, as well as their influence

on the economic performance has established new research

tendencies and streamlines (Thanh and Linh, 2022; Wen

et al., 2022). Most of the costs for the energy resources have

an impact on both the producers and the consumers.

Consequently, the understanding of the energy transition is

crucial for predicting the future business, societal and

ecological trends. The future economic, environment and

social changes depend on the means that the energy policy

will shape the energy transition and will adjust to the

connected changes (Gatto, 2022). Based on the empirical

findings, the studies that are mentioned in this section of the

study suggest the capping of the costs and the promotion of the

ecological innovation. There could be corrective actions in order

to continuously improve the economic and financial

performance, as well as to reduce the volatility of the cost for

the natural resources. Unlike the present study which focuses on

the profile of the renewable energy industrial consumer, other

studies (Żywiołek et al., 2022) have focussed on measuring the

confidence level of the household consumers in terms of the

renewable energy sources. The findings have shown that the

confidence of the people in charge with the household energy is

influenced by the knowledge of renewable energy, the level of

social awareness and their willingness of acquiring and

expanding their knowledge in this field. The importance of

identifying the profile of the renewable energy consumer is

supported by other studies too, they analyzing some factors

that are more or less similar to the ones that are discussed in

this study. For example, in a group of 28 research articles on the

topic of the renewable energy, there are three factors that have

been identified as supporting - in a near future - the changes in

terms of the renewable energy industrial consumers such as:

sustainable techologies for the local energy systems, energy

storage and the breakthroughs in terms of flexibility, as well

as the use of the solar energy in several sectors of activity (Kılkış

et al., 2019). In spite of the fact that the findings of the above-

mentioned study are more than agreed by the law-makers, they

do not take into account the uncertain conditions generated by a

series of crises in which industrial consumers no longer have

predictable policies and are unable to ensure the sustainability of

their activity. On the other hand, there are also studies according

to which during an economic crisis, the investements in a clean

energy are highly likely to take place as a result of the need to

protect the environment and to preserve a clean air (Shaikh et al.,

2022), therefore the industrial consumers should have a stronger

voice in terms of the importance hierarchy of using the renewable

energy sources and ensuring the energy security.

The review of the above mentioned literature has shown that

many studies have already looked into the environment crisis

which is generated by the consumption of the traditional energy

resources and by identifying ways to reduce the carbon footprint

and stimulate renewable energy production without taking into

account the negative effects of an unforseen energy crisis. There

are no specific studies which can provide predictable policies

regarding the present and future effects of the energy crisis on the

sustainability and profitability of the industrial energy

consumers’ businesses by outlining a proper economic

development framework. Consequently, the present study fills

in the existing gaps by shaping up a profile of the industrial

consumers during an overlapping crisis. This provides an

opportunity to test the industrial consumers’ perceptions of

uncertain and unpredictable conditions in a context of

multiple crises and to determine their level of confidence in

renewable energy sources.

Materials and methods

The research methodology has initially relied on the review of

the specialty literature and on its content analysis. The second

stage refers to the questioning of the Romanian industrial energy

consumers. The questions have been thus formulated so that they

could evaluate the opinion of the managers, the investors and of

the specialized personnel regarding the effects of the present

energy crisis and of the consumption of greeen energy, too.

Based on both the descriptive analyses and on the use of the

thinking energy system, the cognitive model of the industrial

renewable energy consumption and the evaluation of the effects

of the present crisis and the stakeholders’interests (such as, for

example, the managers, the investors and the specialized

personnel) have been described and analyzed. The

comparative analyses of the three mentioned above categories

of stakeholders have been used in order to study the existing

general and specific knowledge on the analyzed matter that

significantly has been influenced by the recent changes in the

consumption patterns of the industrial consumers.

Discriptive statistics

The study is based on the quantitative research (see Figure 1),

namely on the questionnaire method. The survey comprises

19 questions out of which 17 are open questions and two are

matrix type questions and it was applied only to production

companies from Romania, registering 264 responses of which

104 were managers, 96 were investors and 64 were specialised

employees.
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The inclusion criteria regarding the selection of the

companies are the following: production companies,

companies which have an ongoing activity or which have

registered a downsize during the last 5 years, companies

whose financial reporting can be checked and which have

responded to all the questions of the questionnaire. Moreover,

only the answers of the managers, stakeholders or the specialized

personnel have been taken into account. The exclusion criteria are

as follows: the companies carrying out another type of activity

apart from manufacturing; the companies which failed to answer

all the questions as well as the companies which have gone

bankrupt or have registered a decrease of their activity during the

last 5 years.

According to Table 1, there are large companies which

answered the questions (16.67%), the medium ones (13.63%)

and the small ones (69.70%), the ones which have the employees

who are concerned with the threats of the present multiple crises

and which are, ate the same time, willing to focus mainly on the

green energy. These are the companies which activate in

Romania, with a Romanian capital and which do not rely on

a foreign support. Most of the companies belong to the

manufacturing and processing sectors and have a small

revenue and assets below 700.000 euros.

In order to design the general profile of the companies which

are renewable energy consumers, there were six independent

variables which were set in place displaying the specific and

general knowledge about the green certificates and the renewable

energy, the key factors for the onset of the global energy crisis and

the solutions for overcoming the crisis as well as the level of the

corruption and the profiteering in the energy sector. The

dependent variable identified with the general profile of the

industrial consumer (Pic) which has been designed based on

the previous data comprises economic, financial and social data

regarding the respondents (see Table 2). As far as the other three

FIGURE 1
Research strategy and data modelling.

TABLE 1 The structure of the sample and of the type of the respondents.

Types of
companies

Large 44 16.67 (%) Management 12 27.27 (%)

Investors 12 27.27%

Specialised Employers 20 45.46

Medium 36 13.63 Management 8 22.22

Investors 24 66.67

Specialised Employers 4 11.11

Small 184 69.70 Management 84 45.65

Investors 60 32.61

Specialised Employers 40 21.74
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secondary models are concerned, they have been developed in

relationship with the position or the status of the respondents

within the company (i.e. managers, investors or specialized

personnel).

In order to design the particular models referring to the

profile of the managers of these companies, of the investors or of

the specialized personnel, the study has resorted to the use of the

same independent variables as in the case of the general profile of

the small, medium and large industrial consumers (see Table 2).

The linear regression model was defined based on the

function:

Yi � α +∑
6

j�1βijXij + εii � 1...n (1)

where n stands for the size of the sample which was tailored for

each and every model.

In designing the profiles of the renewable energy industrial

consumer and the three secondary models which have been

described above, the reasearch relied on the multiple linear

regression model (see Table 3).

One of the most important advantages in estimating a

multiple linear regression model refers to the fact that it

allows the forecast on the changes of the independent

variables in relationship with the dependent variable. The

regression model facilitates getting the parameters

corresponding to the formulated set of variables when the

data series are recorded in the statistical units for a period of

time or for just a moment as well as to highlight the reliance

among the variables during a specific timeframe. The other

factors influencing the resulting variable have been grouped in

the residual variable.

The reason for using the multiple regression analysis relies on

the fact that it deals with the relationships among a dependent

variable and one or several independent variables implying, at the

same time, the causality relationship. This means that the

independent variables are the cause and the dependent

variable represents the effect of the cause. In the event that

there is a causality relationship between an independent and a

dependent variable, it needs to be justified by some economic

theory.

The limitations of the study and
comparative analysis with other similar
studies

One of the most significant downsize of the empiric research

refers to the fact that in designing the model on the estimation of

the behavior of the renewable energy industrial consumer the law

of demand implying that there is a relationship between the

requested/consumed energy quantity and its price, provided the

rest of the variables influencing the request are constant, there is

not enough data to support the causality relationship (between

the price which can be the very reason for it and the demended

TABLE 2 Description and definition of the researched independent variables.

Variables Description

Kwg General nowledge generale regarding the production and consumption of the renewable energy and the role of the green certificates

Kws Specific knowledge regarding the renewable energy production and consumption and the role of the green certificates

Stk The stakeholders who are interested in the renewable energy production and consumption

Cr Corruption in the industry of renewable energy

If Key factors in the onset of the global energy crisis

Sol Solutions in overcoming the energy crisis

Pic The general profile of the industrial consumer

Pm Managers’perception

Pi Investors’perception

Pse The perception of the specialised employees

TABLE 3 Dependent variables and regression model equations.

Dependent Variables Type of model

General model Pic � α1 + β11 · Kwg + β12 ·Kws + β13 · Stk + β14 · Cr + β15 · If + β16 · Sol + ε1

Managers Pm � α2 + β21 · Kwg + β22 · Kws + β23 · Stk + β24 · Cr + β25 · If + β26 · Sol + ε2

Investors Pi � α3 + β31 · Kwg + β32 ·Kws + β33 · Stk + β34 · Cr + β35 · If + β36 · Sol + ε3

Specialised employees Pse � α4 + β41 · Kwg + β42 · Kws + β43 · Stk + β44 · Cr + β45 · If + β46 · Sol + ε4
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quantity/consumption which could be considered as the effect

itself). This the reason why the causality needs to be reinforced in

its turn by the economic theory referring to the phonomenon

which has been tested empirically.

As it was mentioned above, one of the most common forecast

method that is used in order to design the profile of the energy

consumer is the use of the multiple linear regression model.

Hence, according to the present study, the perception of the

managers, the investors and of the specialised personnel as part of

the group of the Romanian economic operators, the who are

renewable energy consumers and who have been suffering as a

result of the present energy crisis, have been estimated based on a

regression model including as follows: the general knowledge on

the production and the consumption of renewable energy and the

role of the green certificates; the stakeholders who interested in

the production and the consumption of renewable energy; the

corruption in the renewable energy industry; the key factors in

the onset of the global energy crisis; the solutions in overcoming

the energy crisis. According to these models, the forecast of a

variable, for example the Y variable, has to do not only with its

previous values, but also with the present and previous values of

the variables influencing this particular variable.

In order to support the functionality of the studied model,

there will be mentioned certain studies which have shown

significant results based on a similar research logic. For

example, by using an analysis of the price tendency (Bianchini

et al., 2022) certain market options with the highest chance of

reducing the costs or profit making have been researched. The

final results have shown that on the German market the

consumers have the highest chances of reducing their energy

supply costs based on the market options related to the network

tariffs and the energy market. Bianchini et al. (2022) have shown

that the flexible use of the energy itself allows the reduction of the

energy costs as well as some extra cost benefits. The findings of

Sun and Nie (2014) have indicated that the standard renewable

portfolio policy is more efficient for cutting down the carbon

emissions as well as for improving the extra consumers. They

have demosntrated that there is an inversely proportional

relationship between the investment in the research and

development and the cost reduction. The Sadorsky (2009)

model has demonstrated that the capital gains bought per unit

in the renewable energy sector are higher than the labor gains,

thus indicating the capital-intensive characteristics of the

renewable energy sector which is a very important aspect for

the management, the specialised personnel and for other

categories of stakeholders alike. The empirical results of

Abeliotis et al. (2010) based on the linear regression method

as part of a survey which took part in Greece has launched the

hypothesis that income is the strongest predictor variable of 3R

(reduce–reuse–recycle) activities and affects the eco-friendly

behaviour negatively.

Unlike the nature of the independent variables which have

been used in the above-mentioned studies, in the model

suggested in the present study the variables comprise the

following:

Pic � f(Kwg, Kws Stk Cr If , Sol) (2)

The interaction among the model’s variables also takes place

within the evaluation models of the perceptions of the managers,

the investors and of the specialised personnel regarding the

renewable energy consumption and the effects of the energy

crisis. The variables of the model have been established in such a

way so as the oversight of the direct, indirect and of the global

effects on the renewable energy industrial consumers should be

possible.

Results and discussion

The economic situation of many countries shows that there

are small or medium energy producers who are not fully aware of

the importance of the production and the consumption of

renewable energy. It is the energy which is mentioned on

their bill in the form of green certificates. A proper training of

the management of such companies, of the stakeholders and of

the specialised personnel in terms of the renewable energy

production and consumption could have a significant impact

on the escalation of certain negative effects that are generated by

the present energy and geopolitical crisis. In this context, the

profile of the industrial renewable energy consumer can provide a

series of key data both to the legislator and to the renewable

energy producers and suppliers.

Designing the general profile of the small,
medium and large industrial consumers

The present study shows the findings as a result of processing

the responses of the small, medium and large industrial

consumers. In designing the general profile of the small,

medium and large industrial consumers a series of the most

relevant influential variables for the present energy crisis have

been establishes such as: general and specific knowledge

regarding the production and consumption of renewable

energy and the role of the green certificates; identifying the

key stakeholders who are directly involved in the production

and the renewable energy consumption; identifying the

corruption level in the renewable energy industry from the

perspective of the small and medium industrial consumers;

ranking the key factors in the onset of the global energy crisis

as well as the solutions regarding the means of overcoming the

energy crisis.

According to Table 4, it can be noticed that there is a

relationship among the dependent varible Pic and the Kwg,

Kws, Stk, Cr, If and Sol independent variables with a

0.281 value. By analyzing the ratio of determinacy, it can be
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observed that the variables’ change influences by 7.9% the Pic

variable. The findings resulting from the analysis of the answers

provided by the 264 representatives of the small, medium and

large industrial consumers highlight the fact the lack of the

educated industrial consumers from the point of view of the

opportunities that are offered by the renewable energy

consumption.

As a result of taking into account the value of the Sig. =

0.002 significance threshold under, hence, the resulted model is

validated (see Table 5).

As a result of testing out the model, the following regression

equation is as follows:

Pic � 3.374 − 0.089 · Kwg − 0.359 ·Kws + 0, 177 · Stk − 0.108

· Cr − 0.021 · If + 0.094 · Sol
(3)

Consequently, according to the regression quotients, the

order of influence on the general profile of the (Pic)

renewable energy industrial consumer is as follows: Kws, Stk,

Sol, Cr, If și Kwg (see Table 6). Hence, according to the above

mentioned model, it can be noticed that the general profile of the

small, medium and large industrial consumers is most

significantly influenced by the specific knowledge regarding

the renewable energy production and consumption and by the

TABLE 4 Summary model corresponding to the dependent variable for Pic.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error
of the
estimate

Durbin-watson

1 0.281a 0.079 0.058 0.69850 1.966

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, If, Kwg, Kws, Cr, Stk

b. Dependent Variable: Pic

TABLE 5 ANOVA corresponding to the dependent variable for Pic.

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. (b)

1 Regression 10.769 6 1.795 3.679 0.002

Residual 125.392 257 0.488

Total 136.162 263

a. Dependent Variable: Pic

b. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, If, Kwg, Kws, Cr, Stk

TABLE 6 The coefficient of the independent variables for the Pic model.

Model Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized coefficients t Sig

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 3.374 0.472 7.153 0.000

Kwg -0.089 0.147 -0.037 -0.603 0.547

Kws -0.359 0.097 -0.316 -3.701 0.000

Stk 0.197 0.067 0.254 2.965 0.003

Cr -0.108 0.076 -0.087 -1.411 0.159

If -0.021 0.029 -0.044 -0.713 0.476

Sol 0.094 0.040 0.147 2.364 0.019

a. Dependent Variable: Pic
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role of the green certificates, too, which means that the gathering

of such information may persuade the renewable energy

consumers to give up the traditonal energy. However, both

the costs and the time for achieving this target fail to

convince them. From this point of view, the study done by

Gambardella & Pahle (2018) has reached the conclusion that the

purchase of an increased amount of renewable energy will not

necessarily lead to a decrease of the amount paid by them.

Another key factor refers to the stakeholders who are

interested in the renewable energy production and the

consumption such as: the renewable energy producers and

suppliers, the civil society, the investors or other private entities.

Out of the personal respondent categories, the most

interested in the renewable energy are the managers and the

investors of the companies from the urban environment who

have a total assets of 350.000–1.999.999 euros, a turnover of

approximate 700.000–999.999 euros and a number of employees

ranging between 10—29 and a gearing ration of under 60% (see

Table 7).

The histogram distribution of the Pic dependent variable

(see Figure 2) is weak towards the left which means that the

profile of the industrial consumers is more uncertain given

the manifestation of the energy crisis. However, once the

negative effects on the activity of these economic entities

escalate, it will be possible to outline a more stable and

consistent profile which is situated on the maximum point

of the Gaussian curve which means within the median range

on the ascending path.

The distribution of the trend line on theQ-Q Plot chart of the

dependent varible is inhomogeneous which means that the

deviations in terms of the predicted right are significant and

inherent for the energy crisis timeframe (the fact that this

observational study focuses on the activity of the economic

entities from the beginning of the energy crisis up to the

present, needs to be highlighted).

On the same theme line as the present study, the study of

Singh et al. (2019) highlights the fact that the respond to the

demand programs and those of energy saving have been adjusted

based on the electirc energy consumption models of the

consumers, yet they disregard in an exhaustive manner the

data ralted to the social and demographic as well as the social

and economic chracteristics, the specific features of the demand

TABLE 7 Residual statistics corresponding to the dependent variable for Pic.

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N

Predicted Value 2.2396 3.2099 2.6534 0.19697 264

Residual -1.58724 0.93255 0.00000 0.69205 264

Std. Predicted Value -2.101 2.825 0.000 1.000 264

Std. Residual -2.267 1.332 0.000 0.989 264

a. Dependent Variable: Pic

FIGURE 2
The histogram and the digrama Q–Plot flowchart corresponding to the Pic dependent variable.
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facility and the behavior of its dweller in terms of the energy

consumption. The very same factors can have a significant

influence on the energy consumption and can facilitate a

better understanding of the consumer’s behavior.

Testing the managers perception

This section of the study analyzes the perception of the

managers from the economic entities on which the reasearch

was focused.

Managers have a key role in setting the organizational

objectives and in using the resources effeciently. The latest

energy crisis has had managers identify the solutions to

improve their production activity and to reach the level of

performance in order to meet their goals. According to

Belous et al. (2022), as a result of price increase lately, the

managers of the large energy consumer companies have

designed alternative energy supply plans such as the

transition towards the renewable enrgy, for example.

Consequently, it ca be stated that the managers are

demanded to develop and implement a new organizational

goal such as the energy management of production activities

in order to optimize the expenses. In this respect, in order to

analyze the Romanian managers’ perception regarding the

energy consumption based on the above mentioned

variables, the following econometric model has been

designed:

Pm � 2.242 + 0.018 · Kwg − 0.278 ·Kws + 0.130 · Stk + 0.239

· Cr − 0.074 · If + 0.158 · Sol
(4)

where Pm stands for the managers’perception, the rest of the

variables have been previously described.

By analyzing the data in Table 8, it can be noticed that when

comparing the Pm dependent variable and the independent

variables, the value of the ratio of correlation is 0.435,

whereas the analysis of the determinacy report shows that the

variation of the independent varibles has a 19.0% on the variance

of the Pm variable. The analysis of the responses of the managers

shows their particular interest in the general profile of the

industrial consumer from the point of view of the

opportunities provided by the renewable energy production

and consumption.

As for the general profile of the industrial consumer, the

model as a result of the answers of the managers will be validated.

The value of the Sig. = 0.002 significance threshold is situated

under the value of 0.05 (see Table 9).

Unlike the general profile of the industrial consumers, it can

be observed that the managers of these companies are more

interested in acquiring general knowledge regarding the

production and the consumption of renewable energy and less

interested in the specific knowledge, yet they have no interest at

all on the issue of the corruption in this field (see Table 10). The

study of Herbes et al. (2017) which has been done on a sample of

German managers from renewable energy groups identified the

TABLE 8 Summary model corresponding to the dependent variable for Pm.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error
of the
estimate

Durbin-watson

1 0.435a 0.190 0.139 0.59040 2.088

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, Kwg, If, Kws, Cr, Stk

b. Dependent Variable: Pm

TABLE 9 ANOVA corresponding to the dependent variable for Pm.

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. (b)

1 Regression 7.907 6 1.318 3.781 0.002

Residual 33.812 97 0.349

Total 41.719 103

a. Dependent Variable: Pm

b. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, Kwg, If, Kws, Cr, Stk
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obstacles in terms of the implementation that these entities faced.

They mainly refer to the unwillingness to take risks of both the

managers and the other members, the concerns related to the

impact on the environment or to the ethics of certain models

which, in spite of the fact that they are legal, they fail to

correspond to the requirements of the lawmaker. At the same

time, they lack the specifications of the competences and of the

time devoted by the managers which is mostly not paid for at

all. Thus, their study, in the same manner as the present study

alike, highlights the fact that it is important for the managerial

competences and knowledge to be present in this relatively

new field of renewable energy. The authors Żywiołek et al.

(2022) have shown that confidence is a key factor itself and

that it has an impact on the perception of the energy sources

whereas the acquired knowledge allow the proper

management of the waste energy by thus reducing the

costs. The authors have also emphasized the fact that the

confidence of the people managing the household energy is

influenced by the reliability of the renewable energy sources

which refer to knowledge, i.e. the level of social awareness and

their willingness of acquiring and extending their knowledge

in this field. Thus, it was spotted the need to highly promote

the benefits of using the renewable energy sources which have

significant effects in terms of cost reduction and the

protection of the. It also can be considered that the

renewable energy sources are a legit option to the global

energy crisis that manifests in almost every country.

The managers’interest in the requirements and the policies

promoted by the stakeholders that are involved in the renewable

energy production and consumption as well as finding reliable

solutions for the implementation of the renewable energy sources

exert a considerable amount of influence upon the managers as

they are less concerned with the external factors that are

responsible for the outbreak of the energy crisis.

Consequently, managers are interested in implementing these

renewable energy sources due to their impact on the decrease of

the energy cost which has direct implications on the performance

of their organizations. The same conclusion has also been drawn

by Drosos et al. (2021) as a result of questioning 510 Greek

managers, 97.6% of them stating that it is mandatory for these

measures to be taken and which will lead to energy savings

according to the legal requirements on the environment

protection.

The influence ranking on the managers’perception regarding

the renewable energy production and consumption in

relationship with the general profile (Pm) is the following: Sol,

Cr, If, Kws, Stk și Kwg.

It can also be noticed that managers that are the most

interested in the renewable energy consumption are those of

the companies from urban areas with a total assets ranging

between 350.000 and 1,999.999 euros and a turnover ranging

between 700.000 and 999.999 euros, with a number of

employees ranging between 10 and 29 and a gearing ratio

of over 60%. The less interested managers are those managing

the small companies that have a turnover under 700.000 euros,

with few employees and a high gearing ratio as well as the

managers of the large companies with lots of employees and

large debts (see Table 11).

In the case of the Pm analysis, the histogram is asymmetrical

and does not follow the Gaussian curve, yet it has a shift to the left

which means that there is a residual variation of the

managers’perception in relationship with the regression

variable on the downward slope (i.e. the 1.5–2.5 range) as

shown in Figure 3. By analyzing the managers’responses, it

can be stated that they are interested in the energy

consumption and in the identifying the solutions for

switching to renewable energy in order to cut down on their

production costs.

TABLE 10 Coefficients of the independent variables corresponding to the variable for Pm.

Model Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized coefficients t Sig

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 2.242 1.087 2.062 0.042

Kwg 0.018 0.350 0.006 0.051 0.960

Kws -0.278 0.167 -0.312 -1.666 0.099

Stk 0.130 0.118 0.210 1.098 0.275

Cr 0.239 0.113 0.247 2.117 0.037

If -0.074 0.039 -0.189 -1.899 0.061

Sol 0.158 0.056 0.300 2.832 0.006

a. Dependent Variable: Pm
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Investors perception

As a rule, investors are considered the most important

category of stakeholders for a company due to the fact that

they invest their own assets in that particular business. No doubt

that, in their turn, they will pursue their interests, namely the

chance of making big profits and of investing in sustainable

businesses.

No doubt that investors will be highly interested in the

renewable energy costs and in the way they will affect their

profits, yet, at the same time, the concern for ensuring the

sustainability of their investments will become a top priority

when it comes to the protection of the environment and to setting

in place of the organisational policies which will show the

community their best intentions (Socoliuc et al., 2018;

Socoliuc et al., 2020; Ciubotariu et al., 2021). Consequently,

the findings of this paper reinforce the ideea that the

investments in the renewable energy depend on the stability

and the dependability of the regulatory framework characterizing

the renewable energy investments.

The work as a result of the processing and interpretation of

the data has shown that the investors, unlike the managers, are

not interested in acquiring general and specific knowledge about

the renewable energy and the green certificates even if they are

well aware of the fact that it is the only way of ensuring them the

sustainability of their businesses. It is worth mentioning the fact

that they more concerned with the external factors which are

responsible for the outbreak of the energy crisis and with the

existence of the soultions which can diminish their effects as they

are concerned with the fact that their invested capital may

undergo inherent, uncontrollable management risks.

As a result of the analysis of the answers of the investors and

based on the correlation factors among the Pi dependent variable

and the independent variables, the equation for the model can be

expressed as follows:

Pi � 5.423 − 1.559 ·Kwg − 0.022 ·Kws + 0, 268 · Stk − 0.423

· Cr + 0.101 · If + 0.127 · Sol
(5)

where Pi which stands for the dependent variablevariabila

expresses the investors’perception.

As the investors represent the most important category of

stakeholders for any company and the ones investing their own

capital in that particular business, it is no doubt that, in their

turn, they will pursue their own interests. One can notice that

there is a 0.683 correlation among the Pi variable and the Kwg,

Kws, Stk, Cr, If și Sol independent variables which are very close

to the threshold of a significant correlation. The same tendency

has been observed in terms of the determinacy ratio which leads

to the conclusion that the change of the independent variables

will influnce with 46.6% the change of the Pi variable. The

investors’answers and the intepretation of the data show that

the investors, unlike the managers, are much more interested in

the opportunities related to the renewable energy production and

consumption (see Table 12).

Given the fact that for the general profiles of the industrial

consumer and the managers the models which have been

generated as a result of the respondents’answers have been

validated with a significance 0.002 threshold, in the case of

TABLE 11 Residual statistics corresponding to the dependent variable for Pm.

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N

Predicted Value 2.3455 3.3000 2.8125 0.27707 104

Residual −1.38797 0.83750 0.00000 0.57295 104

Std. Predicted Value −1.686 1.759 0.000 1.000 104

Std. Residual −2.351 1.419 0.000 0.970 104

a. Dependent Variable: Pm

FIGURE 3
Histogram corresponding to the dependent variable for Pm.
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TABLE 12 Summary model corresponding to the dependent variable for Pi.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error
of the
estimate

Durbin-watson

1 0.683a 0.466 0.430 0.52210 1.999

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, Kws, If, Cr, Kwg, Stk

b. Dependent Variable:Pi

TABLE 13 ANOVA corresponding to the dependent variable for Pi.

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. (b)

1 Regression 21.198 6 3.533 12.961 0.000

Residual 24.260 89 0.273

Total 45.458 95

a. Dependent Variable: Pi

b. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, Kws, If, Cr, Kwg, Stk

TABLE 14 Coefficients of the independent variables for Pi.

Model Unstandardized coefficients Standardized coefficients

B Std. Error Beta t Sig

1 (Constant) 5.423 0.711 7.630 0.000

Kwg -1.559 0.244 -0.580 -6.397 0.000

Kws -0.022 0.119 -0.020 -0.183 0.855

Stk 0.268 0.086 0.319 3.136 0.002

Cr -0.423 0.143 -0.246 -2.959 0.004

If 0.101 0.038 0.215 2.622 0.010

Sol 0.127 0.056 0.199 2.270 0.026

a. Dependent Variable: Pi

TABLE 15 Residuals statistics corresponding to the dependent variable for Pi.

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N

Predicted Value 1.7598 3.5000 2.6042 0.47238 96

Residual −0.68019 0.99077 0.00000 0.50534 96

Std. Predicted Value −1.788 1.896 0.000 1.000 96

Std. Residual −1.303 1.898 0.000 0.968 96

a. Dependent Variable: Pi
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the investors the significance threshold Sig. = 0.000. This fact is a

clear indication of the fact that it is the best validation of the

model itself and that the investors are the most interested in the

renewable energy production and consumption (see Table 13).

The influence order in terms of the investors’perception for

the Pi dependent variable is as follows: Kwg, Stk, Cr, If, Sol and

Kws (see Table 14).

According to the model 5) and to the residual statistics (see

Table 15), it is observed that the investors in large companies

which have a turnover of over 8.000.000 euros and over

50 employees and which have the gearing ratio of under 60%,

are much more interested in the general and specific information

regarding the renewable energy production and consumption,

the social, economic, political and environmental factors that are

responsible for the outbreak of the energy crisis and the solutions

to eradicate it. In contrast, the investors in the smalll companies

with a turnover between 700.000 and 999.999 euros, with a

numebr of employees ranging between 30 and 50 and with a

high gearing ratio as well as the investors in large companies with

lots of employees and a huge debts are less interested in acquiring

the knowledge on the renewable energy production and

consumption or on the causes of the energy crisis and the

means to address it.

The case of the Pi analysis, the histrogram does not follow

the Gaussian curve which means that there is a resudual

variation of the investors’perception in relationship with

the regression variable on a descendant slope in the

1–2.5 range as shown in Figure 4. Basically, apart from the

fact that the investors are interested in investing in the

development of the renewable energy projects, they are also

concerned with both a short-term and a long-term investment

gains.

The perception of the specialized
personnel

In spite of the fact that nowadays the concept of digitalization

is a very popular one, there are still many industry branches

which have been affected by the lack of a high demand of

specialized personnel. This has taken the toll on the any

business turnover in general (Chew & Entrekin, 2011). Their

value and uniqueness rely on the “silent expertise” which could

be valuable for the competition whereas these abilities and

knowledge have to do with the core internal developed

processes which have been shaped throughout time (Entrekin

& Court 2001). For example, one can establish a direct

relationship between the perceived organizational support and

the organizational results, especially in terms of the

organizational citizenship behavior and the work performance

(Shen et al., 2014). A dependable employee who is specialized in

his activity represents the human resource whose knowledge and

performances contribute significantly to the organizational

performance and sustainability and to a consistent creation of

a competitive advantage for that particular company. In the field

of the renewable energy, studies have shown that the

employees’high level of knowledge may have a significant

impact on the entities’sustainable development. Thus, the

study of Nasirov et al. (2021) has shown the impact of the

renewable enrgy technologies on the creation of new jobs at a

more sustained pace than in the traditional energy sector. This is

the reason why the opinion of this particular group of employees

regarding the renewable energy production and consumption is

tested, considering also the fact that it may be a key factor in

designing the profile of the industrial consumers. The equation of

the model as a result of testing the perception of the specialised

employees is as follows:

Pse � 2.498 + 0.785 ·Kwg − 0.200 · Kws + 0, 325 · Stk − 0.473

· Cr − 0.026 · If − 0.142 · Sol
(6)

where Pse, as the dependent variable, stands for the perception of

the specialised personnel.

Consequently, it can be noticed a growing interest for the

general knowledge regarding the renewable energy production

and consumption, matter that can be explained by the fact that

this is a relatively new and dynamic field of activity. This means

updating the general knowledge as the specialised personnel

believes that they are not responsible for the accumulation of

specific knowledge.

Studies have shown that in 2025, the employees of the

hydropower industry would represent the biggest proportion

of the average total number of the employees in the renewable

energy production sector in Romania (74.68%), whereas the

employees in the solar energy production sector will represent

14.31%, the ones in the energy production from biomass sector

FIGURE 4
Histogram corresponding to the dependent variable for Pi.
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will represent 5.8% and the ones in the wind energy production

sector will represent 5.2% (Tănasie et al., 2022).

Given this context, the renwable energy is essential factor

which can lead to the decrease of Europe’s dependency on the

imported energy. Moreover, the stimulation of the use of

renewable energy sources in Europe needs to have in place a

“New Energy Pact” which is based on a coordinated effort in the

entire Europe in order to build a larger capacity of renewable

energy (Tănasie et al., 2022).

As in the case of the management and of the investors, the

specialised personnel is also reluctant to the manifestation of

corruption in the energy field and less concerned with the direct

causes of the present energy crisis.

As a result of the increasing demand of specialised personnel

in many industry branches, it can ne noticed that there is a

0.439 correlation between the PSE dependent variable and the

analysed independent variables. The value is below a significant

correlation. A similar perception with the one of the managers

has also been highlighted by the ratio of determinacy which refers

to the fact that the variation of the independent varibles exert a

19.3% influence on the Pse variable. The responses of the

specialised personnel indicate the fact that the employees’high

TABLE 16 Summary model corresponding to the dependent variable for Pse.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error
of the
estimate

Durbin-watson

1 0.439a 0.193 0.108 0.78870 2.611

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, Kwg, Kws, Cr, If, Stk

b. Dependent Variable: Pse

TABLE 17 ANOVA corresponding to the dependent variable for Pse.

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. (b)

1 Regression 8.481 6 1.414 2.272 0.049

Residual 35.456 57 0.622

Total 43.938 63

a. Dependent Variable: Pse

b. Predictors: (Constant), Sol, Kwg, Kws, Cr, If, Stk

TABLE 18 Coefficients corresponding to the independent variables for Pse.

Model Unstandardized coefficients Standardized
coefficients

t Sig

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 2.498 1.252 1.995 0.051

Kwg 0.785 0.389 0.270 2.018 0.048

Kws -0.200 0.266 -0.105 -0.752 0.455

Stk 0.325 0.148 0.333 2.191 0.033

Cr -0.473 0.166 -0.378 -2.851 0.006

If -0.026 0.076 -0.047 -0.344 0.732

Sol -0.142 0.119 -0.170 -1.186 0.240

a. Dependent Variable: Pse
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level of knowledge may significantly influence the

entities’sustainable development, whereas the interpretation of

the data suggests the fact that the specialised personnel, unlike

the investors, are less interested in the opportunities offered by

the renewable energy producrion and consumption which is the

same with the managers’perception and above the general profile

(see Table 16).

If in the case of the investors the significance threshold (Sig.) had

the value of 0,00 - showing therefore the best validation of the

model–in the case of the specialised personnel the Sig. value is 0.049,

fact that places it at the validation limit. This situation indicates that

the specialised personnel is the least interested in the renewable

energy production and consumption (see Table 17).

The influence order in terms of the specialsed personnel’s

perception (Pse) is as follows: Cr, Stk, Kwg, Sol, Kws and If (see

Table 18).

Moreover, it has been noticed that the specialsed personnel in

the companies with a turnover ranging from 700.000 to

999.999 euros, with over 50 employees and with a gearing

ration of over 60% are interested in the renewable energy

production and consumption, while the specialised personnel

in the small companies are not interested in these information at

all (see Table 19).

As far as the Pse analysis is concerned, the histogram does

not follow the Gaussian curve. This means that there is a

residual variation of the specialised personnel’s perception in

terms of the regression variable on the descending slope in the

1.25–2.5 range as shown in Figure 5. Thus, it can be stated that

the specialised personnel is not interested in the renewable

energy as it is more focussed on the duties listed in the job

description. Consequently, in spite the fact that at present

there is a continuous growth of the energy prices in all the

European countries, the industrial gas and energy consumers

will inevitably experience significant loses which will force

them to reduce their production. As a result of this situation,

testing the opinions of the management, of the investors and

of the specialised personnel from these production entities can

be an information resource for the lawmaker and for those

that are involved in the production and consumption of

renewable energy which shows that there are practical and

long-lasting solutions to their problems. The significant

carelessness of the national and European policies in terms

of the other energy sources have made the energy system even

more vulnerable with paradoxical consequences from the

point of view of the environment, too (Fanelli and Ortis,

2022). However, according to a study by Deloitte România

(2021), Romania has invested one billion euros in wind parks

which are expected to generate 2,17 billion euros in the

country’s economy with an additional direct impact of

2,95 billion euros between 2021 and 2030. The possible

benefits are not limited to the energy production.

According to the same study, the energy transition can

have positive effects in construction, transportation, energy

services, in the industrial production and in the automotive

industry alike, a total investments of 82,5 billion euros in these

sectors could have an impact of 364,6 billion euros in

Romania’s GDP in the period of 2021–2030. All these

accomplishments could bring about benefits especially for

the industrial consumers.

TABLE 19 Residuals statistics corresponding to the Pse dependent variable.

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N

Predicted Value 1.6909 3.1348 2.4688 0.36691 64

Residual −1.45290 0.87520 0.00000 0.75020 64

Std. Predicted Value −2.120 1.815 0.000 1.000 64

Std. Residual −1.842 1.110 0.000 0.951 64

a. Dependent Variable: Pse

FIGURE 5
Histogram corresponding to the Pse dependent variable.
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Limitations of the study

It is important to highlight the fact that one of the obstacles of

this research has been the low number of respondents as the

energy industrail consumers from Romania are reluctant to the

possibility of being questioned as such. The economic, financial

and social issues have had serious consequences on the

operational activity of these operators who mostly reduced

their activity or went bankrupt. The lack of a coherent

legislation and of certain predictable government policies is

another downsize of the present study due to the fact that the

industrial consumers are not protected and become vulnerable.

This is the reason why most of them have been biased in

answering the questions which could influence the cause-effect

relationship that has been estimated based on the regression

model. Another downsize of the present study reffers to the fact

that the area where these consumers operate has been overlooked

as there is an informational asymmetry in the interpretation of

the answers which characterizes especially the consumers from

the monoindustrial areas that rely on carbon consumption. They

are more interested in perceiving the impact of the current crisis

in relation to green energy consumption policy, thus being able to

assess the resilience of these operators and mitigate the social

impact which will be difficult to ignore.

Conclusion

In a market economy, any kind of crisis is bound to have an

impact on the final consumer. This situation manifests itself

nowadays as a result of the energy crisis, the electricity and gas

bills which have gone up and it seems that the situation tends to

escalate from month to month. It seems that the most affected of

all are, as always, the producers of goods and services due to the

fact that the supply of raw materials, materials, fuels, salaries etc.

that are necessary for the ongoing functioning of the

manufacturing processes are closely connected with the

increase of the energy costs. The energy crisis refers not only

to the costs increases for all the consumers, but also to a

specualtive reaction of the market, the final consumer

becoming the only victim of this process. No doubt that apart

from the undisputed economic effects, there are also certain

social and political consequences which cannot be overlooked

such as: the geopolitical imbalance created by the war in Ukraine

(Romania’s neighbour) that has determined obvious effects on

the national economy, hindering both the creation of a strategy

and the effective production of green energy from renewable

resources, or the government took the wrong approach by not

regulating the energy market, which led to an energy price

formation that determined a series of negative knock-on

effects, materialized by extremely high prices for both

household and industrial consumers.

On the other hand, the economic measures that are

urgently needed to deal with the current energy crisis must

be implemented, but both companies and governments must

take into account and distinguish between short-term and

long-term measures. It is essential to emphasise this aspect, as

the effects of these measures are interdependent, in the sense

that short-term measures will have an immediate effect on

prices and quantities of consumed energy (managers and

specialised staff being directly involved and responsible for

the decisions and actions taken), while long-term measures,

which mainly concern investments, will have a direct impact

on investors’ interests, even contributing to their total or

partial discouragement. In conclusion, the general model of

optimising measures and decisions affecting industrial

energy consumers should help the legislator to understand

the real problems faced by producers in his country and to

direct his governmental decisions and policies to

support them.
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